
About

We Are LithiumHub

You get to play hard because you work hard. For most, that means busting out the toys. 

And that’s where we come in. As the creator of the Ionic lithium battery, we power your 

passion. 

Whether you love fishing, boating, hunting, RVing, or some other glorious obsession, we 

exist to put reliable, safe and portable power in your hands. Because fueling your fun is 

our business. 

And it’s a serious business. You don’t work your tail off to buy gear that fails to last. 

We offer Ionic lithium batteries, accessories and other lithium products, to help the world 

upgrade with gear that goes the distance. One battery at a time. 

Here’s the best part. Most of the time, top quality justifies inflated price tags. It’s what 

this industry has done, for a very, very long time. 

That’s not how we want to do business.  

We’re innovators in the lithium battery space in more than just performance — although 

our track record there speaks for itself. But we also take a radical, customer-focused 

approach to service, transparency, and value. 

And we believe a modern battery should have the same features you expect in smart 

appliances, devices, and vehicles. You’ll find cutting-edge upgrades like Bluetooth 

functionality, Emergency Start, app-based charge monitoring, and much more in every 

LithiumHub product. 

https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/ionic-lithium-batteries/


That’s why we introduced our unique blend of innovation to the industry — top quality 

gear and low prices. Double win.  

Our Story

Founded in 2018, LithiumHub has become a worldwide leader in the field of LiFePO4 

batteries, because of a clear vision and top shelf products that won’t wring your wallet 

dry. And ever since the beginning, you’ll find Martin Koebler at the helm. 

Like most of us, our founder and president is obsessed with the great outdoors, and 

plays just as hard as any of us. But a lot of his “play” makes us dizzy just thinking about 

it. 

As an engineer and scientist, he’s racked up over 20 years of experience developing 

groundbreaking ionic lithium battery technology, collecting a plethora of patents related 

to lithium battery management systems along the way. 

It’s how he fell in love with power (in a good way). 

But there were things he didn’t love. Like all the unanswered questions... 

Why are lithium batteries so expensive? The numbers didn’t add up. 

Why can’t you check your battery status from your phone? We have the technology, 

after all. 

Why do people still buy lead acid batteries? Lithium is superior in every way, including 

cost, especially long term. 

So he set out to answer those questions (using first principles thinking, of course). 

Actions speak louder than words, so he created LithiumHub and the Ionic battery brand. 



Our company is now helping the world revolutionize energy storage, develop planet-

safe power, and play harder and longer — all thanks to his vision. Because better 

batteries mean better, bigger, and longer adventures. 

Innovation You Can Trust

LithiumHub batteries are built tough, from materials you can count on. But great quality 

is just the beginning.  

Like you, we’re frustrated with lead acid batteries. The short power life and high cost 

don’t make sense. Plus, when was the last time an old-fashioned battery added features 

when you used it? Those things are about as smart as a rock. 

As the creator of the Ionic brand of lithium batteries, we’re proud to be on the cutting 

edge of technology. Innovative Ionic lithium batteries are lighter, safer, and longer 

lasting than traditional batteries (as well as other deep cycle lithium batteries on the 

market). Our other brands mirror that quality, thanks to the team’s rigid standards. 

We’ve also added incredible features like Bluetooth technology. With the help of a 

handy app, you can check on your battery’s vitals at any time. No more worrying about 

how much power is left, or how much longer your battery will take to charge. See this 

data in the palm of your hand so you can make plans, take action, and get back out 

there. 

Our Products

A love of the outdoors has been part of LithiumHub from the very beginning. If 

adventuring is also in your blood, we believe lithium batteries will take your excursions 

to the next level.  



Reliable power is vital on any outdoor adventure. Whether you’ve left the shore behind 

on your boat, are setting up camp in your RV, or are settling in for the season’s first 

hunt, you should be able to count on your power supply. 

The last thing you need is to stress out about your battery life — or worse, to find your 

battery has died when you need it the most. Luckily, lithium batteries let you leave these 

worries in the past.  

Like a sturdy bass boat or RV, our products are built to take you where you want to go, 

and stay with you for the long haul.  

Speaking of boats and RVs, we specialize in batteries that not only power them, but 

enhance their performance. Our LiFePO4 lithium batteries revamp scooters, solar 

setups, boats, RVs, commercial applications, UTVs, lawnmowers and more.  

We’ve also expanded our offerings to include problem-solving products like the 

Emergency Start. Being stranded can ruin your plans -- and depending on how extreme 

your adventures, a dead battery can even be dangerous. Our permanently-mounted 

jumpstarter is the first of its kind. You can jump dead batteries in cars, trucks, SUVs, 

boats, UTVs, and more with an Emergency Start. 

Of course, each adventure-seeker’s needs vary. That’s why we’re constantly adding 

new products to enhance your journey, wherever it may lead. For those of us who 

(sadly) can’t spend all our time outdoors, lithium batteries are also full of potential for 

daily life. Lithium is the perfect complement to an energy-saving solar array. They can 

also safeguard your commercial property during blackouts, brownouts, and other 

problems with the grid. We also offer Accessories like portable solar setups, hunting/

fishing clothing, and battery extras, such as terminal adaptors and battery trays. 

The LithiumHub Difference

https://lithiumhub.com/shop-lithiumhub/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/lithium-scooter-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/solar-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/marine-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/rv-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/lithium-deep-cycle-commercial-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/lithium-utv-batteries/
https://lithiumhub.com/lithium-deep-cycle-batteries/lithium-lawn-mower-batteries/


Let’s be honest here. Excellent products don’t mean diddly if customers are neglected 

or given shoddy support. That’s where LithiumHub delivers another innovative 

difference: Quality, US-based support. 

We know it’s not always easy to find the right battery. LiFePO4 lithium batteries are a 

fairly new idea to many of us, and you may have questions. If that’s the case for you, 

we’re glad you’re here!  

We love helping our customers understand our products so they can use them to their 

greatest potential. We also like to hear about your adventures so we can keep 

designing the products you need. 

Call us or write us an email with your battery questions. You’ll be connected to a real, 

US-based human with the product knowledge and expertise to answer any questions 

you may have. 

Want to know more? Connect with us on Facebook, or shoot us a line at 

info@lithiumhub.com. You can also dial 704-360-9311 to consult our experts about your 

battery needs and questions. 



IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources that you 
provided or that the writer found. Neither Flocksy or the writer who wrote the copy 
makes any claims whatsoever as to the accuracy of the information contained within, 
and they are not responsible for any legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of 
this written material. We encourage you to review it thoroughly before disseminating it 
or using it in trade.
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